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 Tuberculosis is a chronic granulomatous disease characterized by propensity for 

formation of caseating granuloma, cavitation, fibrosis, and calcification.High-resolution CT 

is extremely useful in early detection, understanding of disease spread, and progression of the 

disease.  

Though recent advent of molecular finger printing method in determining primary 

and reactivation tuberculosis casts a new bird’s eye view, classic description of primary and 

reactivation pattern needs to be remembered. Primary pattern occurs in patients with altered 

immunity, such as tuberculosis in infants and young children, patients with AIDS, 

uncontrolled DM ect. Reactivation pattern occurs typically in patients with normal immunity 

in adults. 

 Typical HRCT patterns of recent bronchogenic spread pulmonary TB in adults 

(typical pattern) includes tree-in-bud lesions, bronchial wall thickening, fuzzy nodules, and 

cavitary lesions. Tree-in-bud lesions are typically centrilobular in location and higher in 

opacity, representing intra-bronchiolar impaction of caseation necrosis. Higher density and 

well-circumscribed nature of the tree-in-bud lesions in TB help distinguishing from other 

non-tuberculous bronchopneumonia. Upper lobe and superior segment of the lower lobe are 

the predilection sites. 

 Though caseation necrosis is generally resistant to liquefaction necrosis, once it 

undergoes to liquefaction and has communication with the airways, visible cavitation occurs. 

Cavitation is one of the protean manifestations of pulmonary tuberculosis, which occurs at 

centrilobular location initially.  

 Miliary tuberculosis typically appears on HRCT as 2-3 mm micronodules that are 

uniform in size and distribution. Micronodules abutting the pleura is the differential point 

from other causes of centrilobular nodules, such as coal worker’s pneumoconiosis. In some 

cases of miliary tuberculosis, it appears as diffuse GGO without visible nodules, and it could 



be a herald sign for impending ARDS. 

 Healing of tuberculous lesion results in some extent of fibrosis. Fibrosis in the lung 

parenchyma results in lung volume loss and bronchovascular distortion, and fibrosis in the 

bronchiolar wall results in distal air-trapping and/or emphysema.   
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